**CYBERSECURITY RESPONSIBILITIES**

**DOMESTIC**

- Coordinate the national protection, prevention, mitigation of, and recovery from cyber incidents
- Disseminate domestic cyber threat and vulnerability analysis
- Protect critical infrastructure
- Secure federal civilian systems
- Investigate cyber crimes under DHS' jurisdiction

**DOJ/FBI**

- Investigate, attribute, disrupt, and prosecute cyber crimes
- Lead domestic national security operations
- Conduct domestic collection, analysis, and dissemination of cyber threat intelligence
- Support the national protection, prevention, mitigation of, and recovery from cyber incidents
- Coordinate cyber threat investigations

**DHS**

- Protection

**DOD/NSA**

- National Defense

**FOREIGN**

- Defend the nation from attack
- Gather foreign cyber threat intelligence and determine attribution
- Secure national security and military systems
- Support the national protection, prevention, mitigation of, and recovery from cyber incidents
- Investigate cyber crimes under military jurisdiction

- Coordinate domestic national security operations
- Conduct domestic collection, analysis, and dissemination of cyber threat intelligence